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Abstract: In this paper, a sustained-release system of captopril (CAPT) loaded on large-size graphene oxide 

(GO) carrier was prepared. The cytotoxicity of GO with large-size and different concentrations and GO-CAPT 

to human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell line (Caco-2) and primary mouse hepatic fibroblast cell lines was 

investigated by using three different kits from three aspects: cell proliferation, cell structural integrity and cell 

apoptosis and necrosis. The results showed that CAPT was successfully loaded onto GO through hydrogen 

bonding. Compared with the control group of deionized water, the cytotoxicity of GO-CAPT and deionized 

water is not much different. GO and GO-CAPT did not cause obvious cell apoptosis or necrosis. This indicates 

that GO and GO-CAPT have low cytotoxicity and are suitable for further biological applications. 
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I. Introduction 
Hypertension is a common chronic disease and a major risk factor of cardiovascular and 

cerebrovascular diseases. It needs long–term use of oral drugs to maintain human health. Captopril (CAPT) is a 

commonly used antihypertensive drug. Generally, captopril takes effect 15 minutes after ingestion and reaches 

its peak in about 1-2 hours. However, the duration of captopril is short. Its chemical structure determines its low 

solubility and can not be effectively used by human body [1-2]. Therefore, it is necessary to load and slow 

release the drug through the carrier to improve its hydrophilicity and make the drug's efficacy reach the optimal 

level. 

Graphene oxide (GO) has a very high specific surface area [3], which makes it have a high drug 

loading. There are many active groups on the surface of GO, such as carboxyl group and hydroxyl group [4], 

which greatly increases its water solubility and shows good biological affinity. At the same time, many active 

groups such as carboxyl and hydroxyl groups and many conjugated π bonds on the framework of six membered 

rings make graphene oxide form hydrogen bonds and π-π bonds with drug molecules. Therefore, graphene oxide 

based drug carriers have broad application prospects [5]. However, its cytotoxicity and biocompatibility must be 

considered. 

Dai's group [6] reported for the first time that the derivatives of anticancer drug camptothecin (SN38) 

was connected on the surface of PEGylated nano graphene oxide through π-π conjugation and other physical 

actions to form complex (NGO-SN38). The results show that graphene oxide has good biocompatibility under 

physiological conditions such as serum. NGO-SN38 complex has good water solubility, can increase the 

solubility of insoluble drugs, and SN38 still has high activity in the complex. Chen’s group [7] studied the 

high-efficiency loading and controlled release of DOX on NGO, and found that the release behavior of NGO 

has pH response characteristics, which provides an important basis for the controlled release of graphene oxide. 

We also found that the release behavior of captopril loaded with graphene oxide was pH sensitive [8]. The 

research results of Zhang's group [9] on controllable joint drug loading of nano graphene oxide show that nano 

graphene oxide is an ideal drug carrier, which can be absorbed by cells without obvious cytotoxicity, and has 

super adsorption capacity for some aromatic small molecule drugs, which is far higher than that of general nano 

material carriers. The comprehensive study of GO cytotoxicity showed that GO neither exhibited significant 

cellular uptake nor significantly affected cell morphology, viability, mortality, and membrane integrity in human 

lung basal epithelium (A549) cells [10]. Other studies have shown that GO has good biocompatibility [11-13]. 

At present, there are many studies on graphene oxide drug loading [14-20]. However, there are few reports on 

the loading and release of drug molecules without benzene ring on graphene oxide, such as captopril. There are 

few studies on graphene oxide with large size and high concentration and its biocompatibility after drug loading. 

In this paper, we constructed a new low toxicity drug system using GO loaded CAPT (GO-CAPT). The 

cytotoxicity of large-size and high concentration GO and GO-CAPT on human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell 

(Caco-2) and primary mouse hepatic fibroblast were investigated from three aspects of cell proliferation, cell 

structural integrity and apoptosis and necrosis. 
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II. Materials and Methods 
2.1. Materials 

The natural graphite powder (300 mesh) and CAPT were obtained from Aladdin Co. Ltd (Shanghai, 

China). The human colorectal adenocarcinoma cell (Caco-2) were obtained from the American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC, USA). Fetal bovine serum and Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) were 

purchased from HyClone, Logan, UT, USA. Other chemicals were purchased from conventional reagent 

companies and do not require further refinement. 

 

2.2. Fabrication of the GO-CAPT 

In the experiment, GO and CAPT of a certain concentration were prepared respectively. The two 

solutions were mixed with the same volume and slowly shook overnight to form GO-CAPT complex, then 

centrifuged at 8000 rpm for 30 min to remove free CAPT. The GO-CAPT complex samples were lyophilized 

and preserved.  

 

2.3. Cell culture  

The cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 20% 

fetal bovine serum. The cells were grown in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C. The primary mouse 

hepatic fibroblast were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum and 1% pen/strep. The cells were grown in a humidified incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C. 

 

2.4. Cytotoxicity test of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) leakage 

The Lactate Dehydrogenase (LDH) Cytotoxicity Assay Kit (Beyotime Institute of Biotechnology, 

Jiangsu, China) was used to test the structural integrity of cells. The experiment was carried out in full 

accordance with the kit instructions. The data was measured using an automated microplate reader (Bio–Rad 5 

Model 550, Bio–Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Cytotoxicity percentage was determined by the equation: 

Cytotoxicity percentage(%)=(Absorbance of treated samples–Absorbance of control group)/(Maximum enzyme 

activity absorbance– Absorbance of control group). 

 

2.5. Cell viability assays 

The WST-1 Cell proliferation and cytotoxicity assay kit (Beyotime, Hangzhou, China) was used to test 

the cell viability. The experiment was carried out in full accordance with the kit instructions. The data was 

measured using an automated microplate reader (Bio–Rad 5 Model 550, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Cell 

viability percentage was determined by the mean optical density (OD) of one experimental group divided by the 

mean OD of the untreated group × 100%. 

 

2.6. Flow cytometry 

The Annexin V–FITC apoptosis detection kit (C1063, Beyotime, China) was used to test the apoptotic cell. The 

experiment was carried out in full accordance with the kit instructions. Flow cytometry data were collected with 

a BD LSRFortessa cell analyzer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and analyzed by FlowJo software 

(Tree Star, Ashland, OR, USA).  

 

2.7. Characterization of GO-CAPT 

The atomic force microscope AFM adopts the model Nanomanvs from the American Veeco company. X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on a K-AlpHa 1063 spectrometer (Thermo Scientific), and the 

Software (XPSPEAK v4) was used to fit the results. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was 

accomplished using a Tensor 27 (Germany) spectrometer, and the wave number range was 400~4000 cm–1.  

 

III. Results and Discussion 
3.1. Characterization of GO-CAPT 

A drug-loaded complex GO-CAPT with captopril (CAPT) loaded on graphene oxide (GO) was 

prepared. In our previous study, we obtained the loading and release laws of GO-CAPT sustained-release 

system [21]. When the ratio of CAPT to GO was more than 8:1, there is a maximum load of 2.418mg/mg. It has 

the best controlled release effect under acidic conditions. When pH=2, the release rate can reach about 49%, and 

the release time will increase slowly after 22 hours, until the balance is basically reached around 38 hours. This 

is closely related to the process mechanism of GO loading CAPT and their structural characteristics. This 

indicates that GO-CAPT will have a good effect when used as an oral drug for controlled release in the acidic 

environment of the gastrointestinal tract. 
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Figure 1. AFM test of GO-CAPT (A) and GO (B) 

 

Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) was used to scan GO-CAPT and GO, and the microscopic 

morphology is shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that GO-CAPT (A) and GO (B) are both nano-level lamellar 

structures, and both two-dimensional plane dimensions are relatively large, about 1-2μm. Comparing the 

thickness of the two lamellae, it can be seen that the thickness of the lamellae is significantly increased after GO 

is loaded with CAPT, and the thickness of GO and GO-CAPT are about 1nm and 2nm, respectively. This 

indicates that the load has been successful. 

 
Figure2. Structure of captopril (CAPT) 

 

According to the chemical structure diagram of captopril (CAPT) (Fig. 2), CAPT does not have 

benzene ring structure, but contains -COOH group, which can form hydrogen bond with oxygen-containing 

group on graphene oxide. Therefore, it is feasible for captopril to use go as carrier for loading. 

The infrared spectra of GO, CAPT and GO-CAPT are shown in Figure 3.The stretching vibration of 

N–H of CAPT was reflected in the absorption peak at 2989 cm-1. Various CH2 groups in CAPT was reflected 

the peaks between 2486 cm-1 and 2798 cm-1. Because of the different functional groups that are adjacent to each 

other their frequencies are going to shift. There are four strong absorption peaks within the range of 1449-1866 

cm–1 correspond to the benzene ring C atoms. The strong absorption peak at 1133 cm-1of GO-CAPT is the 

characteristic peak of the drug and GO. The peak at 1620 cm-1of GO moves to 1715 cm-1of GO-CAPT due to 

the emergence of new specific reactions and hydrogen bond interactions in GO-CAPT. The shift from peak to 

peak confirms that GO and CAPT did not exist only as physical mixtures. The formation of hydrogen bond 

interactions makes this complex structure possible. 
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Figure 3. Infrared spectra of lyophilized GO carrier and GO-CAPT composites. 

 

 
Figure 4. XPS spectra of GO, CAPT andGO-CAPT. 

 

Table 1The fitting proportion of functional groups in GO, CAPT andGO-CAPT 

Peak/ eV Perssad 
Ratio 

GO CAPT GO-CAPT 

C–C (~284.8 eV) Carbon 33% 80% 66% 

C–OH (~286.2 eV) hydroxyl, epoxy group 16% 2% 17% 

C=O (~287.1 eV) Carbonyl 23% 14% 9% 
COOH (~288.8 eV) Carboxyl 28% 4% 8% 

 

XPS characterization of GO, CAPT and GO-CAPT freeze-dried samples is shown in Figure 4. It can be 

seen that its constituent elements are mainly carbon and oxygen, and the atomic ratio of C1s/O1s are 0.3962 

(GO), 4.630 (CAPT) and 4.5995 (GO-CAPT), respectively. The infrared spectrum results (Figure 2) show that 

these three samples mainly contain functional groups such as epoxy (C-O-C), carbonyl (C=O), carboxyl 

(-COOH) and hydroxyl (-OH). After integrating the peak data in Figure 4, the specific types and contents of 

various functional groups on the surface of GO, CAPT and GO-CAPT are obtained, which are listed in Table 1. 

It can be seen that the content of carboxyl (-COOH) in the functional group of GO is 28%, while the content of 

carbonyl (C=O), epoxy (COC) and hydroxyl (-OH) are 23% and 16%, respectively. This proves the chemical 

basis of GO as a drug carrier, and also explains the good solubility of GO. The change of the proportion of 

functional groups in GO-CAPT loaded with drugs is closely related to the proportion of functional groups 

contained in CAPT, which indicates that the loading has been successful. 
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3.2. Effects of GO and GO-CAPT on cell proliferation and cell integrity 

Different concentrations of GO and GO-CAPT solutions were added to human colorectal 

adenocarcinoma cells (Caco-2) and primary mouse liver fibroblasts cultured in vitro, and the WST-1 kit was 

used to test the effect on cell proliferation to study the cytotoxicity. As shown in Figure5A, the cell survival rate 

on Caco-2 cells of deionized water (DIW) in the control group was 99.58%, and the cell survival rate of GO 

solution with concentration of 1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 mg/L were 99.01%, 97.89%, 96.07%, 94.55% and 92.38%, 

respectively, and that of GO-CAPT was 96.99%. With the increase of GO concentration, the cell survival rate 

decreased slowly. However, even when the concentration of GO was as high as 50 mg/L, the cell survival rate is 

only 7.20% different from DIW group, which could be considered as little effect. Compared with DIW group, 

the cell survival rate of GO-CAPT group only differed by 2.59%, which had no significant effect. The same 

trend was also observed in primary cells (Fig.5B). According to the principle of WST-1 kit, it can be considered 

that GO solution with a large size of 1-2μm and a concentration of up to 50 mg/L will not cause much damage 

to cell proliferation, and the drug delivery system GO-CAPT prepared in this paper has no obvious damage to 

cell proliferation. 

 
Figure 5.Cells proliferation of different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 mg/L) of GO and GO-CAPT on 

Caco-2(A) and primary mouse hepatic fibroblast (B). Deionized water (DIW) was used for the control group. 

 

 
Figure 6. Cellular integrity of different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 20 and 50 mg/L) of GO and GO-CAPT on Caco-2 

(A) and primary mouse hepatic fibroblast (B). Deionized water (DIW) was used for the control group. 

 

The LDH kit was used to study the effects of different concentrations of GO and GO-CAPT on the cell 

structure integrity of Caco-2 cells and primary mouse liver fibroblasts cultured in vitro. As shown in Figure6A, 

the cytotoxicity of DIW (control group) to Caco-2 cells was 0.89%, and that of GO at concentrations of 1, 5, 10, 

20, 50 mg/L and GO-CAPT were 0.95%, 1.05%, 1.16%, 1.33%, 1.48% and 1.08%, respectively. When the GO 

concentration was increased to 50 mg/L, the cytotoxicity was the greatest, but it was only 0.59% different from 

the DIW group. The difference between GO-CAPT and DIW group was only 0.19%.A similar trend was also 

observed in primary cells (Fig.6B). According to the principle of LDH kit, it can be considered that GO and 

GO-CAPT have almost no damage to cell integrity. 

 

3.3. Effects of GO and GO-CAPT on cell apoptosis and necrosis 

In order to verify the cytotoxicity, Annexin V-FITC kit was used to test the effects of GO and 

GO-CAPT at different concentrations on the apoptosis and necrosis of Caco-2 and mouse primary hepatic 

fibroblasts cultured in vitro. As shown in Figure 7, in the DIW control group, 95.0% of Caco-2 cells are in the 

normal cell stage, 0.14% in the early apoptotic stage, and 2.94% in the late apoptotic or necrotic stage. GO at 

concentrations of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 mg/L had little effect on late apoptosis or necrosis of Caco-2 cells, which were 

8.88%, 5.70%, 3.95%, 5.92% and 6.22%, respectively, and the concentration has no obvious relationship with 

late cell apoptosis. After GO-CAPT treatment, only 3.75% of Caco-2 cells developed late apoptosis. The same 

trend was also observed in mouse primary hepatic fibroblasts (Fig.8). The results show that the large size and 
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high concentration of GO and GO-CAPT prepared therefrom have little effect on the late apoptosis/necrosis 

state of cells, and had no obvious effect on the early apoptosis state. 

 

 
Figure 7. Flow cytometry analysis on cell apoptosis of Caco-2 incubated for 36 h with different concentrations (1, 

5, 10, 20, and 50 mg/L) of GO (A~E), GO-CAPT (F) and deionized water (G). 

 

 
Figure 8. Flow cytometry analysis on cell apoptosis of primary mouse hepatic fibroblast incubated for 36 h with 

different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 20, and 50 mg/L) of GO (A~E), GO-CAPT (F) and deionized water (G). 

 

According to the cytotoxicity test results of cell proliferation, cell structure integrity and cell apoptosis 

and necrosis, GO with a large size up to 1-2μm still has low cytotoxicity. It expands the range of the largest GO 

size studied in this field, which is 205.8nm in the research of Zhang Y, et al. [23-25]. It also provides a basis for 

the study of graphene oxide in a larger size range. 

 

IV. Conclusions 
In this paper, a sustained-release system of captopril (CAPT) loaded on large-size graphene oxide (GO) 

carrier was prepared. The cytotoxicity of GO with large-size and different concentrations and GO-CAPT to 

Caco-2 and primary mouse hepatic fibroblast cell lines was investigated from three aspects: cell proliferation, 

cell structural integrity and cell apoptosis and necrosis. The results showed that CAPT was successfully loaded 

onto GO through hydrogen bonding. The cytotoxicity of GO-CAPT and the control group of deionized water is 

not much different, GO and GO-CAPT did not cause obvious cell apoptosis or necrosis. This indicates that the 

GO and GO-CAPT prepared in this work has low cytotoxicity and are suitable for further biological 

applications. 
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